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Nation
PERCENT OF
TEENS among churches of Christ
across the nation are virgins according to an unprecedented study released in February by two Abilene
Christian University 'professors.
The survey was d~signed to
describe patterns of teen behavior.
• 54 percent found youth ministry
helpful in dealing with sexual
SEVENT~ONE

Friday, March 31, 1989

64th year - Number 17
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The week of April2-8 has been designated
Senior Week by Dr. David Burks. Senior
class officers and the Alumni Association
have planned a slate of activities for individuals graduating in 1989.
A special senior slide show will be shown
in chapel on Tuesday, April 4 and will be
followed by a 5 p.m. barbeque at Harding
Park with Dr. and Mrs. Burks serving as
hosts. A guest speaker will address chapel
on April 6 and the Alumni Association will
host a dinner in the Heritage Banquet Room
at 6 p.m. for class members and their
spouses.
According to Carter Lambert, Director of

ATTEMPT TO CLEAN UP THE BIGGEST OIL SPILL in North American
waters has been hampered by winds
·m excess of 70 mph. On March 24, 10.1
gallons of oil was spilled off the coast
of Valdez, Alaska, making it the worst
oil spill in U.S. history. The spill
threatens waterfowl, fish, sea otter
and other wildlife as well as the
Alaska fishing industry.
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aking the gospel
to surrounding areas:
Harding's small congregation
preachers, page 6

SPORTS: Page 7
NCAA Final Four
Top Ten Club Softball
Bison Track Meet Reslllts
Kodatt: 6-0 Pitching Record
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'Get back to 'Yesterday
I

1964 as the Beatles will follow the long and
winding road to Harding April14 when they
hit the Benson stage.
Hundreds of students have already purchased tbeir '.t icketstoride' for the concert,
and they scarfed up nearly 200 tickets in the
first 30 minutes that Dr. Jerome Barnes' of-

fice opened sales Monday on the second
floor of the student center. Tickets are $4 for
the 7:30 p.m. event.
1964 is a group of four who imitate and
recreate 'the Beatles adftQm the monun\ental touring days of the hit group, 1964-1966.
(See BEATLES, page 4)

by Carmelita Bandy
Bison staff w riter

tfift)

OPEN HOUSE for men and women
has been tentatively scheduled according to the office of Mary Beth Downing. Women will be April17 and men
will be April 24.

....

TICKETS are now on sale for the
Return of 1964 as THE BEATLES. The
tickets may be bought on the second
floor of the student center in Dr.
Barnes' office.

I

Bunnies hop to Spring Sing Sweepstakes

THE IMPROVING U.S. TRADE
DEFICIT is on the verge of stalling
out, a research institute warned Monday. The Institute for International
Economics said that unless the Bush
administration moves quickly to
devalue the dollar and reach a budget
agreement with Congress, the U.S.
faces the threat of a recession.

... .

Alumni Reiations, the Alumni Association
and senior class officers have also made
substantial changes in the format of the dinner itseH. In addition, the Alumni Association has designed a special lapel pin for the
each member of class of 1989 to be presented
at the April6 dinner. Invitations to the barbeque and dinner were mailed to each senior
on March 27.
·
In conjunction with Senior Week, class
president, Bubba Alsup, announced that a
special class meeting was called for March
29. Seniors were asked to meet in the
American Heritage Auditorium for an all
senior chapel that day.

1964 to return to catnpus

FORMER PRESIDENT RONALD
REAGAN will not have to appear in
court Friday as Oliver North's first
defense witness. However, the judge
said that he might be called in later
to testify in the Iran-Contra trial.

(:ampus

Searcy, Arkansas

1989 .grads, Alumni Office
plan first ever Senior Week

Get the rap on
Harding security

struggl~.

• 75 percent used mutual, intimate touching as a substitute
for intercourse
• 50 percent said abortion is
"morally questionable," and
nearly 40 percent said it is
''murder''
• 40 percent said their initial
source of sexual information
was peers
• positive factors in teen virginity included : parental accessibility, positive church environments, parental commit~
ment of God and high attendance in Bible class and youth
group functions.
The survey, the first of its Jtind
among churches of Christ, polled attitudes and behaviors among more
than 2,200 teens, ages 12-20 across the
nation from December 1987 -January
1988.
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HARE RAISING EXPERIENCE - '~n Easter Eggstravaganza;' performed
by Alpha Gamma Omega, Kirei Na Ai, Shantih, Chi Alpha Rho, OEGE,
King's Men, and Knights, was the winning 1989 Spring Sing show.
(photo by Public Relations)

''An Easter Eggstravaganza" hopped away
as the 1989 Spring Sing Show Sweepstakes
Award winner last weekend. They were
followed by "Let's Paws for a Moment." Second runnerup was "We'll Light Up Your
Life; Cosmos Stars Do!" followed by "It's All
Geek to Me." "Hold Your Horses: The West
is Yet to Come" was fourth runner-up.
The 16th annua1 Spring Sing Show at Harding University came to an end oo ~turday
night with the awards presentation and the
recognition of all the people who made
the show run smoothly.
The clubs participating breathed a
sigh of relief . with their last performance. Excitement could be seen in
their eyes and a smile could be found on
each face. This last performance would be
the finale of weeks of practices and
headaches. It would also mean more study
time and of course, more sleep.
The production crew could also be heard
sighing as the pressw:es of having , perf~ct
lighting, perfect sound, and perfect video
were taken off their shoulders. Now they can
actually get a full night's rest!
The awards were presented as follows:
The Participation Award winner was TNT
and sister club, Zeta Rho, with "We'll Light
Up Your Life; Cosmos Stars Do!", followed
by Chi Sigma Alpha arufRegina with " Let's
Paws for a Moment." ~ondnmner-up went
to Ju Go Ju and Galaxy with " It's A Ma d,
Mad World," followed by "Hold On To Your
Horses: The West is Yet to Come" performed by Ko Jo Kai and Sub-T 16. "An
Easter Eggstravaganza" performed by
Alpha Gamma Omega, Kirei Na Ai, Shantih, Chi Alpha Rho, OEGE, King's Men, and
(See BUNNIES,

page 3)
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Good-As-Dead Weeks'

Reducing punishment increases crime, says reader

You've heard of dead week?
You know that's when college students worldwide, including Harding students, play 52 card pick up with their
academic life. Why? Because these aspiring collegiates
drag their feet all semester, telling themselves, "I'll do it
later, when it's rainy," or "I'll do it later. Today is such
a gloomy, nappin' sort of day."
,
Is there a priority problem here? Well, is the top of Mark
Moore's head flat? Why, yes it is.
Here is the problem, simply stated: A proponderance
of extracurricular activities has, with the aid of the persuants of academia among Harding University constituents, evolved to a level of exorbitant status, and in the
process, this conflagration has proponed to wholly mess
up the school life of some.
Some have never smelled the tar-like smell of a daily
grind. Their noses are still in the daisies of constant "activity." As·a matter of fact, some never really study until
finals week. They have to; there's no club softball, Spring
Sing, or campus movies to keep them from the sour bite
of study. But in many cases these dying efforts at the end
of the semester fall fatally short of the desired academic
effect. So why not have a standardized midterm dead week
with two to four days of non-activity?
We ought to have a "Good-As-Dead Week" just before
midterm tests so we procrastinators can stay afloat before
the boat fills with water at the end of the semester.
Good-As-Dead Week ought to hit in the fall semester
when teachers set papers due before Thanksgiving and tests
to boot, or in spring when midterms come at the
crossroads of the cranking up of Spring Sing, softball, and
spring fever. We love our activities; fun is our middle
name, and such should be the case. But some teachers have
voiced their opinions about the amount of activity. Clubs,
meetings, sports are good, they say, but enough is enough.
Student leaders ought to work with the administration
to schedule in this Good-As-Dead Week before next
semester's calendars are printed.
Maybe you had high aspiratiops when you came to
school here. You were going to make a 3.5 g.p.a., make
the volleyball team, forensics team, the cafeteria planning committee. Have we lost these goals in the shuffle of
club life, social life, and general "mess around" life of
college? Maybe. We won't give up our social life, that is
apparent and understandable. But why not have a time of
detente from the Social Life vs. Academic Life battle so
we can make the grade?
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Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to the March 24 editorial on
the death penalty.
I agree with the author that we as Christians should not
cheer and rejoice over someone's execution. However, I
disagree with the author's equating abortion with execution, execution with murder, and his/her view on the death
penalty.
We as Christians can stand for the death penalty because
it is a punishment fur a crime committed. He who deprives
another of the right to live has deprived himself of the right
to live. However, we can be against abortion because it
is taking the life of a fetus who has done nothing to deserve
death. Therefore, while abortion is murder, execution is
not.
In Genesis 9:6 God says, "Whoever sheds man's blood,
by man his blood shall be shed, for in the image of God
He made man" (NASV). God said this after Noah left the
ark and is not part of the Jewish law. But God also commanded the Israelites to execute people who committed
certain sins. If execution is murder, does -that make God
a murderer or an advocate for murder because He included the death penalty in the Old Law? Certainly not!
However, you might say, we are no longer under the Old
Law but we are to have the mind of Christ. I agree. If someones does us wrong we are to take it an4_ not seek our
own revenge but "leave room for the wrath of God, for
it is written, 'Vegence is mine, I will repay,' says the Lord"
(Romans 12:19 NASV). I believe one way God takes
revenge is through the governing authorities. If someone
rapes and kills my mom, I am not to go seek to kill him

j•
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or doh im any harm myself but leave the punishment to the
government. Romans 13:4 says, "fur (the government) is
a minister of God to you for good. But if you do what
is evil, be afraid; fur it does not bear the sword for nothing;
for it is a minister of God, an avenger who brings wrath
upon the one who practices evil" (NASV). What is the
purpose of a sword? To kill. Then what does it mean when
it says, "it does not bear the sword for nothing" unless
it uses it for that purpose? Why does the government:use
the sword? Because it is a minister of God to avenge.
I support the death penalty because I support the concept of punishing one to the degree of the crime he committed. You do not give a $50 fine to a murderer and
neither do you execute a speeder. The punishment must
fit the crime, and there must be punishment or we would
live in a state of anarchy. I feel death is an appropriate
punishment for one who kills another human being.
Vengence does not rule my life. Neither am I afraid that
he would repent. I wish he would repent and dedicate his
life to God and be forgiven. However, he still must suffer
the consequences of his sin. A single girl who gets pregnant has sinned. God will forgive her, if she asks; however,
the baby is still growing in her womb - she must bear
the consequences of that sin.
I, too, feel we need to be reaching out to these people
and share Jesus with them and plead with them to obey
the gospel. However, if we reduce or get rid of the punishment for crime, we will just be facing further increases
in crime.

Living under the law can be tough.
I don't know about you, but I have this uncontrollable contempt for speed limit signs. Maybe it's
the fact that the 65 mile an hour speed limit robs me
of that exhilarating sports car feel my Chevy Chevette
gives me when it reaches 70 mph, or maybe it's just
the word 'limit' in general, but whatever the case I
tend to view them as "suggestions" rather than laws.
I know that's not a good attitude to have but there's
something about the speed limit, be it 35 or 65, that
makes me want to go five miles over. I guess I feel
like I'm getting away with something, beating the law.
So I drive a little faster.
As you might imagine with this driving philosophy,
the very appearance of the law strikes fear in my
heart. My eyes are constantly dancing between the
median and the rear view miqor as ~ey scan the
horizon for any sign of white, 4-door Chryslers. Suddenly one appears on the hill ahead. Reflexes bring
my foot to the brake as I break into a cold sweat. My
stoma~h nervously tightens .a nd· my pulse quickens. · ·
The repentance begins. . ' . . . .
.
'
"Please go by, please go by," I say to myself. "I'll
never speed again if you ...." I'm watching him in the
rear view mirror now. He's not stopping, and as he
disappears, a grinch-like smile appears on my face. I
can punch it up to 75 now, only 10 miles over. A little
faster.
Woaa, there goes a Corvette. What's that blinking
light on his dash? Could it be a radar detector?
My 'vette is shaking now as I try in vain to keep
pace with my newfound friend and his 'vette. The
game goes on -just a little bit faster.
Sounds like a stupid way to drive doesn't it? Irresponsible. Ridiculpus. Unexc.usable.
The sad thiDg is that some of us live oor lives usin~

....

•t'

David Buskirk

FAITH and LAW: Is God your traffic cop?
this "driving method." - by Mark Moore
Our God is a traffic cop lurking behind every
billboard, and our law is as black and white as the
cruiser he sits in. The faith that the Apostle Paul
talked about in Galatians has evolved back to law.
We know God is out there somewhere, but since
he's not in sight we push ourselves to the edge - to
the edge of our morals. The push continues to the
edge of the rules and then beyond. Just a little bit for
good measure. He could be over the next hill but we
block it out of our minds, convincing ourselves that
he won't catch us (as if-that's his goal). We long for
spiritual fuzz busters that will tell us we can sin, but
there are none. So we push on the accelerator just a
little more, just a little faster.
Every once in a while we catch a glimpse of "the
traffic cop" and we nervously hit the brakes. Our
conscience aches and our pulse quickens as we break
into a nervous sweat. As long as he's in sight we are
moral citizens.
. Bilt his desire is not to stop us with a .ticket. lje
refuse to let his children liv~ under .the law, . so before
long he's just a dot on the horizon. As he leaves, our
needle begins to creep upward, oh so slowly, just a
little faster.
How long will it last? How fast can we go? As long
as we live under the law we'll drive through life with
one eye on the rearview mirror and one foot on the
brake. As long as we see God as a surprise "traffic
cop" we'll never understand what it means to walk by
faith.
Paul gave the Galatians much the same advice
almost 2,000 years ago. "All who rely on observing
the law are under a curse," he told them.
"Clearly, no one is justified before God by the law
because the righteous shall live by faith."

4
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FIRST RUNNER-UP: "Let's Paws for a Moment" by ~hi Sigma Alpha and
Regina.
(photo by Dave Reece)

3

SECOND RUNNER-UP: "We'll Light up Your Life; Cosmos Stars Do!" by
TNT and Zeta Rho.
(photo by Dave Reece)

SWEEPSTAKES WINNER: ·~n Easter
Eggstravaganza'' by Alpha Gamma
Rho, Kirei Na Ai, Shantih, Chi Alpha
Rho, OEGE, King's Men, and Knights.
(photo by Public Relations)

-~
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· THIRD RUNNER-UP: '1t's All Geek to Me" by Tri Sigma Delta, Delta Gam. rna Rho, Titans, and Kappa Tau Omega.
(photo by Dave Reece)

FOUIUH RUNNER-UP: "Hold Your Horses: The West is Yet to Come" by
Ko Jo Kai and Sub-T 16.
(photo by Dave Reece)

Bunnies hop away with Spring Sing...

....

Knights was fourth runner-up.
The 'lbeme Award winner was "An Easter
Eggstravanga." First runner-up was "It's
All Geek to Me" performed by Tri Sigma
Delta, Delta Gamma Rho, Titans, and Kappa Tau Omega. Second runner-up was given
to "We'll Light Up Your Life; Cosmos Stars
Dol" followed by "I.Alt's Paws For A Moment." Fourth runner-up was "Hold Your
Horses: The West is Yet to Come."
The winner of the Music Award was "I.Alt's
Paws for a Moment" followed by "An Easter
Eas~=nza." Second runner-up waa
" \Ve'll · t Up Your Life; Cosmos Stars
Del " foDowed by " It's All Geek to Me.''
Fourth runner-up went to "Hold Your
Horses: Tbe West is Yet to Come."
The C011tume Award winner .was "An
Easter Egptravaganza" followed by "Hold

Your Horses: The West is Yet to Come." Second runner-up went to "We'll Light Up Your
t.Ue; Cosmos Stars Do!" followed by "Life
lD 'Ibe Fast~ performed byBeta Pbi Kappa, Kappa Delta Kappa, Omega Phi, Phi
Delta, Sigxna rrau Sigma and Friends.
Fourth runner-up was "I.Alt Freedom Ring"
performed by Tri Kappa and Kappa Sigma
Kappa.
The Choreography Award winner was ''An
Easter Eggstravaganza" followed by "I.Alt's

Paws for a Moment."Second runner-up was
"We'll Light Up Your Life; Cosmos Stars
Do!" followed by "Hold on to Your Horses:
The West is Yet to Come." "It's All Geek to
Me" was fourth runner-up.

A big part of the Spring-SiDI Show would
never take place without the beJp of the.,..

(continued from page 1)

duction crew.
Long hours and endless headaches are
part of their job to make Spring Sing what
it is. This year, the video crew was headed
by faculty member Mike James and David
Hurd was engineering chief; Sandi Jones
was technical director; Chris Cash ran the
character generator; Thm Dunkley and
John Phillips controlled audio; Barry Baggett and Kim Johnson ran the video tape;
and Mark Griel, Dale Gaskin, and Drew
Strasser were assistants to the engineer.
Camera operators were Rick Trujillo, Ivan
Hollins, Wade Wheeler, Crystal Stevens, and
Kendall Hewitt. Technical crew included
Bonnie Dwyler, William Ford, Jo Hall,
Thomas Land, Mark Maynard, Todd
Meredith, Paul Orlando, and Wayne
Westerbolm. Spotlight operators were Allen

McKinney, Jeff Hitt, Holly Lock, Maria
Dladla, Sean Neill, and Ryan Gibbons.
The Spring Sing staff for this year: Dr.
Jack Ryan, Spring Sing coordinator; Bob
Ritchie, technical director; David F. Bailey,
stage manager; Steve Martin, sound director; Steve Holder, director of hosts and
hostesses; I.Aligh Ellis, costume coordinator;
Robert Patton, Jr., choreographer; and Jeff
Johnson, lighting director.
The House Band included John Gilreath,
Brett Rardin, Teki Moore, and Cole Bennett.
Warren Casey directed the Harding Jazz
Band.
This year's hosts and hostesses were
seniors Alice Gill and John Griffith and
juniors Robert Ritter and Errica Walker.
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Friday, March 31
Track - Arkansas State Univ. Invitational at Jonesboro
Movie - "Handful of Dust," 7 and
9:30p.m. in the Benson
Dorm deposits due April 4

Saturday,
Aprill

Sunday,
April 2

Monday,
April3

April Fool's Day
'n!unis - Oral Roberts
Uoiv., Searcy at 1:30
Dooley's Law: Trust
everybody, but cut the
cards.
Baseball - UAMonticello (DH) in Searcy
at 1:00
Movie - "Cocoon: The
Return," 7 and 10 p.m. in
the Benson

Worship ~ Bible Classes

Chapel - Student
Association

Beatles .

•

Voice Recital - Conrad
Ekkens in the American
HeritageAud. at 8:00p.m.
Remember that "April
showers bring May
flowers"

•

(continued hom page 1)
The group, featuring Mark Benson as John
Lennon, Gary Grimes as Paul McCartney,
Greg George as Ringo Starr, and Bob Miller
as George Harrison, 'get back' to Harding
this semester after performing last year on
the campus.
.
Mark Moore, Student Association president, remembers their show.
"It was the best concert I've ever seen,
and I didn't even like the Beatles when I
went. I only went because I didn't have
anything else to do," Moore said.
It seemed like only 'yesterday' since 1964
played here on that 'hard days night' but
Moore said 'we can work it out' and get the
group here again.
"The great thing about the Beatles (1964)
is every song they ever sang was a hit.
You're never bored because you've heard the
songs before," Moore said.
The group keeps their act simple, like the
Beatles did. Their show is split into two 50
minute sets, with the second featuring a little more uptempo rock 'n roll including
songs like "She Loves You," and "'1\vist and
Shout;' the first a little more laid back, including ballads like "Michelle" and "And I
Love Her." And the likes of their guitars and
drums have not been seen since the days of
the Ed Sullivan show. The equipment is as
authentic as Bassist Gary Grimes· - a
natural right-handed guitarist -left-handed
play, just like Paul Mccart;ney did.
·
'With a little help from your friends,' you
can see a 'Day in tbe life' of the Beatles as
they were, 'Yesterday.'
''lilst year's crowd in the Administration
Auditorium was the craziest Harding crowd
I've ever seen," Moore said. "People were
on each others shoulders, and girls were
screaming like they did for the real Beatles.
And he expects more of the same this year.

.

Thmiis - Arkansas Thch
Univ. in Russellville at
2:30
Senior Week
33 days until
graduation!!

1964
As the
Beatles

Tuesday,
April4

Wednesday,
April 5

Chapel - Senior Slide
Show
Baseball ....::. Southern
Arkansas Univ. (DH) in
M~olia at 1:00
H - AIC Round II
in Little Rock at 10:00 a.m.
Thnnis - Hendrix Colle~e in Searcy at 2: 30
lacement Education
Fair, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Senior Bar~ue at
Burkiogham Pa ace

Chapel - Art Guild

Eisenhower speaks
at American Studies
David Eisenhower, well-known author and
lecturer, spoke Tuesday about his bOok,
Eisenhower: At War, a book he wrote about
his grandfather, former president Dwight
Eiseilhower, which is a story of .his grimdfatber's experiences in World War IT.
His wife, Julie Nixon Eisenhower,
daughter of former president Richard Nixon, is also an author and cun;:ently haS a
book out about her mother, Pat Nixon.
Eisenhower discussed the problem of having two authors in one family writing at the
same time, his reasons for wanting to write
about his grandfather, and how he went
about researching and writing his book.
The lecture series will conclude in April
with justice Robert Bork.

------------EI()~~-----------,
Stoo4. c~ ..Soajxxi-·.5a/Qd
Monday night
Is Harding night

Get a GREAT meal
at a GREAT price!

BRING YOUR HARDING I.D. AND GET OUR FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR

$2.59 ONLY ON MONDAY NIGHTS
Students and Faculty with Harding I.D. get 10% discount on all food purchases.
CARRY OUT ORDERS WELCOME - 268-5777 - 3002 E. RACE
Sun.-Thur. 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --COUPON .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

')

r

., ... . .
\

Cbapel - Alumni
Fine Arts Lyceum
"The Cambridge Buskers
at 7:30 in the Aaministration Aud.
Thnnis - Univ. of Ceotral Arkansas in Conway at
2:30
.
Baseball - Crowley's"
Ridge JC (DH) in Searcy
at 1:00
Senior Appreciation
Banquet, 6 p.m.

BAINES
CHIROPRACI1C CLINIC

...

Dr. John W. Baines
Dr. Larry Roth

HARDING

~

Specializing In Spine
lAnd Nerve Rehabilitation
Hours .By Appointment

Back April 14
Benson Aud.
7:30p.m.
$4 ti(:kets on sale in
Dr. Barnes' office

5: 30 Fellowship in the
Benson

Thursday,
April 6

' •
....

268-4101
303 E. Center - Searcy

Need that spring formal
or suit cleaned?
Come see Mr. McDaniel at H.U.
Cleaners for a professional job
you can trust.

a

l'tl::~
!

DRY CLEANERS

FOR ALL YOUR DRY ClEANING NEEDS ...

,
• .f-'C
TO HARDING lAUNDRY & ClEANERS

Mon.-Fri.
E. Park Ave.

7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
268-3979

When your Spring
Allergies give YOU a
Problem, you give US a Call

....... EDICAL CENTER PHARMAC
Locate~

In Searcy Medical Center
Boyce H. Arnett, PO

Class of '66

"? •

'

"SHARED LAUGHTER creates a
bond of friendship. When people laugh
together, they cease to be young and
old, master and pupils, worker, and
driver. They have become a single
group of human beings, enjoying their
existence." (W. Grant Lee)
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The u1·1
GUESS who these people are?

DEAN DEAN PRIESt, OF 308 S.
DEANER IN SEARCY, announced
his resignation today and accepted a
new position as head of the faculty at
Notre Dame.
Some discussion has arisen,
however, as to his new title. It will be
Dean Priest, Dean of Priests, while
his stationary will read simply: Dean
Priest

~

VISITING MISSIONARY M ONTE COX (in dusted wig),
whose simple jokes have failed repeatedly in "bjg people's ohapel:' has joined fied Pipers in hopes that a
yaunger audience might find humor in his tomfoolery.
Cox's daughter, Rachel, later said she enjoyed "Parent
N)_ght" but she still can't figure why her daddy embarrassed her with the powdered sugar coated wig.

IN LIGHT OF THE RECENT
"WHERE'S THE CAPTAIN SCANDAL, Harding security has reopened
one of its oldest and most perplexing
missing persons cases. The question,
"Where's jughead?" is once again on
the lips of security officials after the
enstranged Archies character appeared in a recent B~son advertise_JM.n.t fQr_ tbe $t\ldenLlee~hips.
Harding sec\il'ity Captain: s Thtioo,
feels that jughead could
them to
new infotma:tion as to the where-abeuts of SUgar Bear, 'lofty the Tiger,

lead

and

Famous Quotes

Tucan Sam.

A MONGOOSE, APPARENII'LY
'AWAY (rom the neai'by Judsonl.a z.oo,exploded on the busy
downtown Searcy sqi,Hl" ,esterday.
WA~ERING

-~

-

•

{

Tbe effects o( the blast~ reported
to have been felt from a~ far away ~
Pattie Cobb roof wbe"re several

freshmen sunbathers were draped
with boa constrictors, silverfish, and
watersnakes.
RAY WRIGHT NEWS SERVICES
- BALD KNOB WILL GET A NEW
AIRPORT THIS YEAR, the fledging
community chamber of commerce
reported yesterday. The Bull learned
today that the first airline will be
called "RECEDING AIRLINE."
. SPECULATION AS TO JSUT WHY
CAMPUS FOUNTAINS WERE CUT
OFF AND WATER DRAINED has
been floating about f.h,e area. Tbe
mOst reliable reports bave been
wi~

who said a herd Of n~

meandered across the ~pus
Wedaesday night and qtered. ~fq!IP -..,
bone-dW'Y ·cama~a. smea ·- · ~

DR. DAVID BURKS SMILES WRYLY as he once agaill pulls his famous
chapel announcement handoff trick on former president Ronald Reagan.
Burks, embarrassed, said later, "when they told meRe~ was giving a personal announcement I thought they meant ~gan ~

Faith, -hope,
-

-.

1. "Someday you too could be Resident
of the Month." Dr. Ryan
2. "Courtney who?" some idiot
3. "I can predict anything if I have time
to consider all of the variables," Mark
Maynard
4. "Snow falls on cars, too?" Malia
Reddick
5. "I don't care what the white man says.
Santa Claus was a Mexican." Chris
Gonzalez
6. "You have no business even being out
there." Murray Sanderson in reference to
the officiates at a Bison's game.
7. "Wert, Wert." Dr. Seagraves
8. "Mark, how can I know what you're
thinking when I don't know what you're
thinking even when you explain it to me?"
Chris Gonzalez
9. "Let's all get Randy Maddox haircuts." Wayne Houk
10. "Only Harding University can build a
sidewalk that increases the risk of ankle injury, as opposed to the one that was already
there." Mark Hodges on the newly-built
rockular sidewalk outside the American
Studies Building.
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ITZA .•.
Nata pizza
Round tuna
Four-legged cream-filled caterpillar
Bowl of steaming, hot lard
Cowper on the hind leg of a hyena
Chetah, the fastest land animal
Morltifed cat ·
Belles and Beaux concert (extra ch~e)
Forgotten hanki
New scar
Toe jamboree
Naval
Slink that needs shaving
Hit...you sank my battles}tip
...Pretty sneaky sis
...Butta fingers
Your turn to operate; I took out his spare rib.

HU faculty 111e111ber believed Rushdie's twin
The Ayatollah Khomeini has put a price
of Harding counselor Lew Moore's leg, in
retaliation to the debut of his new book,
Santa's Verses.
Moore is being held for questioning about
his supposed twin brot:ber, Salman Rushdie,
the author of yet another contentious book.
The Ayatollah issued the decree after
reading Moore's beliefs about Santa's
Alaskan oil ties.
Moore dismissed the claims as nonsense,
but President Dave Burks vowed a complete
investigation into the 1978-79 counseling
center and its invoJvement witb club
Christmas· banquets.

All those who had counseling in the years
1978-79- are encouraged to have a second
measles vaccination and a complete examination for lice.

'
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"My grandma co~~ dQ this!"
,

Plycholow

Geeks stripped of Spring Sing honors
TOPll

Harding social clubs participating in 4'1t's
All Geek to Me'' Spring Sing show have been
asked to relinquish their fourtb placetropby
after it was learned that the clubs patterned
their act after the 1987 .H arding faculty.
These photos, taken from the 178 yearbook,
were used as evidence in !:be review board's
decision to strip the award from Lhe
" GEEK" show.

(ten wasn't enough)

NEW DORM NAMES
11. "A new place to store books"
10. Camp Schmamp
9. Dead Dude's Dorm
8. Grad II- "just when you thought it was
safe .. .it's built"
7. Brave New Dorm
6. Itza Dorm
5. Mabee, Mabee not Residence Hall
4. The Dorm of Love
3. An Easter Eggstravaganza
2. New Dorm
1. Xanadu

THE BULL'S TOP 5
FUTURE RESIDEN'IS
OF THE MONTH

"I broke out in a cool sweat when the
" Geeks" walked on stage in this year's
show," Jack Thomas said. " It burned me up

to

think ·they couJd get away with such blatant disrespect f()r plaids and wide ties. It's
disgracefuJ."
As a punishment, the clubs are being
forced to perform Pied Pipers routines during chapel on Wednesdays of every third
week of each month.
"I think the punishment is lacking in
justice," Dock Holloway said distainfully.
"When you dance, you have to pay the
piper."

:r ;,

5.
4.
3.
2.

Dave Ward
Rick Frazier
Dave Stevens
Danny Meeks
1. Steve Beliech

Letters to the SAP (SA Prez.)
TOP 5 CLASSES
5. "Learning to control voice pitch 101"
taught by Dr. Jos~ph E. Pryor
4. "How to fix your hair like Charlie
Chaplin 304" Advanced class with only 10 spots available, due to limited
amount of Dippity-do taught by Warren Casey
3. "Door Decorating to fit the season
412" Advanced course taught by Jack
Shock"
2. "Sodie-Pop 210" Sophomore level
class dealing with names and descriptions of various carbonated drinks
taught by Eddie Cloer
1. ''Safe Jogging 502" graduate level
class taught bY Dr. David Burks. No
equipment necessary, except a hard
head and stiff upper lip.

Letter to the SAP:
You and Dr. Dave are buddies, aren't ya.
- Just Checkin'
Letter to the SAP:
Where do you get your haircuts?
Wal-Mart?
-Jealous

Letter to the SAP:
Why don't you do something besides chum
up to the president of the college and get out
among the stuaent body. The other day I
wanted to talk to you and when I called your
home phone I got the answering machine
voice of some guy named J.R·And another
thing, I had to spit out my gum on campus
yesterday, and I couldn't find a decent trash
can. Why don't you concern yourself with
some first principles like acquiring more
garba$e receptacles and installing water
founta1DS that don't spew water all over my
toughskins.
- Where's the cans?

I couldn't wait till the senior banquet to
pick up my Harding Alumni Pledge card. I
got it today in the Alumni Office. I want to
plug as much money into Hading as possible from my salary at the orphanage. I can't
decide, though, whether to chip in half or a
quarter of my total worth. U I give only a
quarter of it, the orp~nage can get glass
windows and replace the wood floor in.. the
delapidated shack. I sure hope we don't run
out of funds before all 321 kids get their
tetanus shots this year. Maybe we can slow
down the number of kids stepping on rusty
nails if we had the money to buy them at
least one show apiece.
But I don't want Harding to go without
carpet in their cafeteria, nice decor in the
dorms and a computerized library.
Signed,
True Blue

t.
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1u1a do thisl"

''Were they real Indians, grandpa .. :'

DUNK YOU VERY
MUCH Dr.
Dunkenstien (Dave
Burks) hacked that
he wasn't included
in the faculty student dunk off darted from the crowd
during the last Bison home game
and put one down.
Said Burks, "I
could dunk in
Butch's face any
day:'

WHAT WE
SAY TODAY

WHAT THEY SAID
IN BURKS' DAY

cool
I'm sure
dating

groovy
Is that a fact.
courting

1964

The Beatles
Let's eat

skweet
ROSS COCHRAN

made history Monday night by becoming the first
ever Bible Faculty
Women's social
club beau.
The women's club caught Ross while he
was teaching a night Bible class, chanting,
"Ross is great, makin' us chocolate cake."
The bedazzled Cochran later said, "I'm
thrilled with this honor. I only hope the girls
in the club don't mind me wearing oxfords
underneath the j~rsey.
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SOME SOURCES OF OAI IUN

Cheerios (General Mills)
Common Sense Oat 8ron
(Kellogg's)
(rocklin' Oat Bran
(Kellogg's)
Instant Quaker Oatmeal
(Quaker)
Nutrific Oatmeal Flakes
(Kellogg's)
Oat bran, muffin
Oat Bran Flakes
(Health Valley)
Oat Bran Hot Cereal
(Health Valley)
Oat Bron Hot Creal
(Arrowhead Mills, Mothers)
Oat Bran O's
(Health Valley)
Oatmeal, "Old Fashioned" or
or "Quick" (Quaker & others)
Oatmeal Goodness Bread
(Continental Baking)
Oat Squares (Quaker)

SeniiiJ Slu

Oat .....

1 oz. (¥.. cup)
1 oz. W• cup)

8 grams
13 grams

1 oz. T'Jl"-wp)

13 grams

1 oz.

9 grams

1.5 oz. (1 cup)

6 groms

1 muffin
1 oz. ( 'h cup)

17 grams
15 grams

1 oz. (Y• cup)

20 grams

1 o2. ('h cup)

28 groms

1 oz. (% cup)

15 groms

1 oz. ( 11> cup)

9 groms

1 slice
1 oz. (¥.. cup)

9 grams
5 grams

•according to manufacturer
Published in The Medica/U!ttet; Vol. 30 (Issue 781), December
16. 1988.

Coach Richmond talks to new recruits.

1.

"I was putting my contacts on this
morning and I put one in my mouth
to clean it. I accidentally inhaled, and
my contact was swept down into my
trachea. I was then forced to GAG
myself to recover it. After I finally got
it up, I had to dig through the mess
to locate my contact. I then proceeded to put it on but still had a horrible
time because I had drive heaves - I
recovered after about 30 minutes Sorry I missed chapel!"
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Stinkfoot, band of the decade,
releases Shakin' like a Horse

.

~tedud~an

l

'daimeCf"J

~,Dr, Da\'-kt~pro-.
would be fought by Joe

r:J~erna
. pro football
p~pect,
· nd
.• ·Benson,
the tO-year-i>ld

:
~

.

Maybe once in a generation does a band emerge with
such devastating power as to change society in every aspect
from nose hair length to skin color. Skinkfoot is our band
of this generation.
Shankin' Like a Big Horse is the latest release by this
power duo from North Little Rock and contains some of
the most creative lyrical content and musical excursions
this side of the Bee Gees. Wilbur Grunt (guitar, drums,
vocals) shines as he tears through the opening chords of
"Say yes or I'll bust you in the face," a musical hailstorm
abOut unrequited love. Butch Vinegar (keybOards, drums,
vocals) uses an all-cymbal drum kint on "Say yes ..." and
proves that he rightfully deserves Skin Pounder magazine's
coveted Golden Stick award for the third consecutive year.
The feet include a ballad on this 49-minute wall-of-sound
album. "I Broke my Shoelace Today" bad me on · my
knees... crying. This is tbe first ballad ever written by
Vinegar and hopefully not his last. 1 completely ~It what
he was feeling as he belted out in an almost operatic
screech,
"I m1ke up this morning'!Prayin' for a good day/But I knew
it would be bad/When I broke my shoelace/1 broke it so
short/1 couldn't tie it again."
Only Butch Vinegar knows hot to sing in free verse. By
the 2:42 mark of the song, I thought I would have to jump
out of the window, but Skinkfoot reassures me that tomorrow is a new day... "Tomorrow, I'm gonna buy some new
shoes/With no strings/Attached."
There are a total of 11 songs on the tape imd 23 on the
CD, including some pleasant surprises, such as a duet with
Alice Cooper and Boy George, a surprise gujtar string
scrape by Steve Vai., a cymbal crash by. Stuart: CO_pela,pd
of Pollee fame and a jazz-11lCtal track featuriag Debbie
Gibson, backed by an all-star bud of Gulli and Roses,
Breathe, Firellouse, and Sk'+feet.
The album is ~·s , ejpth relf5aie.-'On Xl250
rec'ords and is available for $5 by writing Wilbur Grunt
clo THE .BULL!!!!!
·

. president ever tbe disputed

ltbe~ Auditorium. Sawyer

iimftllllmed tn ms·honor. Pit-

ililiilliotber in a beSt Of 21 rocks,

elwo will butt heads
in f,be oe'Wly.rernodeled Pattie Cobb rooster
fight arena. Tickets are sold out, but rumor
has it that sealpers are selling the highly
touted tickets for over two pesos.
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TOP 5 REASONS
WHY BIG "D"
GOT CANCELI:.ED
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Security. Writes nearly 140 tickets a week
by Angie Haley
Bison staff writer

I have a confession.
In the past six months, I have received approximately 23 parking tickets, stood before
the appeals board, and absorbed threats of
having my driving privileges taken away.
That's not to mention
.
. the time I went home

for a weekend and didn't know if I could get
back to school because my parents insisted
they were keeping my-car.
I have paid a total of approximately
$75-$100 in tickets alone. (That's almost one
semester hour. It's a new sweater, a small
shopping trip to Little Rock, a pizza party
for my dorm wing, or a fifth of a trip to
Jamaica.) All in parkin~ tickets. Who

Harding security hands out nearly 140 tickets a week. That's almost 5,000
a year and $27,000 brought in for general security salary fund.
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AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE"
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• Jacuzzi
. • Jacuzzi Suites
• Sauna
• Cable TV
• Exercise Room
. • ~jft Shop
• Indoor/Outdoor Sw1mmnig Pool

knows, I could have gone somewhere Spring
Break if it were not for those little yellow
slips.
It used to be, (notice I said "used to be"),
a common every day occurence to come out
of class, the student center, my dorm, or the
caferia, and find a yellow slip flapping in the
wind, tucked under my windshield wiper.
I even tried to trick the men in blue and
take my ticket off, stop somewhere else, and
put it back under the wiper. Don't think I just
blew the secret if you do the same. They
know and aren't as stupid as we all hoped.
Ever since I came to Harding, I have had
this nagging curiosity. How many tickets
does Harding Security write up a year and
why? It's the same question on many other
minds on campus. I attempted to satisfy my
curiosity and I called U>tt Tucker's office.
Did you know that Harding Security
writes 125-140 tickets a week, 500-560 tickets
a month, and 4,500-4,950 an academic year?
Security brings in from $25,000-$27,000 a
year from tickets. The funds go into the
general fund and security from which
security officers are paid.
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Alpha Epsilon Rho
plans KWCK coup
by Scott fossey
Bison guest writer

"Good M-0-R-N-I-N-G 8-E-A-RC-Y!"

These words will be heard all over
Searcy and most of White County this
Saturday, April!, as Harding's broadcasting tratermty AJplla .!!,;psuon Hno
(AERho) takes over the airwaves.
Students in this fraternity will be
running local radio station KWCK FM
99.3 from noon until midnight to raise
money for their trip to the National
AERho Convention in Las Vegas, Nev.,
to be held April 19-23.
The students will do everything
from reading news to deejaying.
Students going to the National Convention are: Shannon Wagner, Kim
Johnson, Leslie Sturm, Melydia
Clewell, John Phillips, Scott Stewart,
Mark Story, Scott Fossey and AERho
sponsor Mike James.
Th date, the group has raised $1,000
for their trip to the convention.

~
~
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3204 E. Race St., Searcy
(50J) 261-0654
Please call for reservations

MASON WORK HAS BEGUN on the new dorm, scheduled to be completed
in late summer 1989.

ARTISTIC FLORIST
& GIFTS

PRYOR'S
TYPING SERVICE
BUSINESS - .ESUMES - LEGAL
SCHOOL - MANUSCIIIPTS - PEIISONAL

1012

s.

Main Street
(

268-4333

•'

~

•.'
J.

Real feelings,
honest words.
Becky's -~Shop
«:::>

....

~
309 N. Spruce
Downtown Searcy

Jackie Pryor

after 5:30 p.m.

268-5959

Rt. 3, Box 398
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010

$20 off on Glasses or Contacts
With examination
Bailey Vision CliniC
and Contact Lens Center
918 E. Race

Dr. Finis Bailey
Optometrist
. 268-1400

Offer good with this ad only
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HU students preach
to small congregations
What do Augusta, Griffithville, Bradford,
and Franklin have in common'?
Besides all being small towns in Arkansas, these are all locales currently being
served by Harding students who preach and
lead singing on Sundays in these small congregations. Going into unfamiliar settings to
preach not only gives students valuable experience, but teaches them principles of how
to relate to people of different backgrounds
and age groups.
Art Mock, a senior psychology major,
describes the preaching he does in Franklin,
Ark., as a cross-cultural situation. "But," he
adds, "you can relate to anyone by just
humbling yourself.
·
Being a cross-cultural situation, going to
a rural congregation can present its own unique problems.
Mike Cope has related the story of a visit
he and his wife made to a congregation
where a concerned member met them in the
foyer, warning them that only the King
James version was acceptable there. Cope
assured her that ws no problem, explaining
that he had his Greek New Testament with
him. "Oh," she replied, "they think all those
translations are liberal."
One potential hazard for students who
travel to preach at small churches is getting
the responsibility to do everything during
the services. Deron Smith, who preaches in
Griffithville, says he may end up "leading
singing, saying the prayer and then

Youth Forum
by Susan Arnette
Bison assistant editor

Over 3,000 high school students
from 34 states swarmed the HU campus last weekend for Harding's annual
Youth Forum weekend.
Jeff Walling and Dr. Neale Pryor
were the scheduled speakers for the
25th Anniversary of Youth Forum, but
due to illness, Dr. Pryor was unable to
speak. Director of Admissions Jim
White took Pryor's place in Friday's
chapel and Mike Cope, for Friday
afternoon's session. This year's topic
was "You Are Not Your Own."
He added a special thanks to the
Harding student body for housing
teens. Approximately 50 percent participated in this capacity.

by John Riley
preaching" on a given Sunday. Since most
congregations are under 50 members, the
physical facilities are less than overwhelming. Scott Adair, who shares preaching
duties with Wade Poe in Bradford, recalls
that he and Poe offered to contribute some
of their pay toward the construction of a
bathroom for the building to replace the
outhouse in back which "didn't look too
good" in Scott's words. (The members
turned down the offer.)
Monte Cox, visiting missionary from
Kenya, preached for three years at a church
"on Culpepper Mountain'.' near Clinton,
Ark., during his Harding days. He found that
by spending time with the members and doing things they liked to do his ability to communicate with them on Sundays was
enhanced.
"I would go out some Saturdays and help
the men dig post holes." He went deer hunting with a few· of the younger members
whose "idea of a good time was to get up at
3: 30 a.m. and hunt deer. They thought it was
so funny that I had never shot a gun,"
saysMonte. He recalls sitting in a deer stand
"praying that a deer wouldn't go by." He
said his three years at Culpepper "probably
helped me more than it helped them"
because of what it taught him about principles of communication.
Most students would agree with that statement. Despite feeling uncomfortable initially by being in a different environment, they
find the truth of the words "it is in giving
that you receive."

to match the quantity of Masterpiece
Wedding Invitations Ordered

M1\STI£RI?II£eK
STUDI~~

10% Dl.count on Wedding Orders
with Harding I.D.

HARDING PRESS
300 S. Remington, Searcy, AR 72143

PtiOne 211-1431.

TIME OF DAY: (from left) Lorin
Bristow, Trey Chandler, Tad Morris;
(kneeling) Jeff Cash.
"Everybody Praise Him" is the latest
tape by the six man singing group PRAISE.
This group has been together for three
years. Most of the performers are original
members. Mike Anderson, Scott Belin,
Clarence Cannon, Patrick Chesney, Alex
Fagan, and Greg Sandlin make up this
year's PRAISE. The group only sings works
written by members of the group.
The group sang last Friday night during
Youth Forum. Cannon estimated that around
250 people were in the recording studio to
hear the group. Some of the songs sung by
PRAISE included ''Everybody Praise Him,''
"Like A Thief In The Night," and "Keep Our
Eyes On You."
PRAISE recorded their newest tape in
Baton Rouge, La. Five hundred tapes were
made and are available, $6 apiece. Call
279-2444.
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Harding's singing group, Time of Day,
•
have recently released a new tape, "It's Just
....
A Matter Of Time."
The group took time out of their
Thanksgiving holiday to make the new tape.
They traveled to Texarkana, Texas, where
they recorded in the National Recording
Studio there.
.J..
The members of this year's ensemble are
Lorin Bristow of Alexandria, La., Jeff Cash
of Gresham, Ore., Tad Morris of Cosby, Mo.,
and Trey Chandler of Little Rock, Ark.
The group performed last Friday night ..
and· Saturday morning during the Youth '
Forum activities. At each performance a
•'
tabie was set up exhibiting Time of Days'
current and past albums.
"It's Just A Matter Of Time" is the tenth
tape produced by the group. Each tape is
priced at $6 and is available through Harding's Admissions Office.

In the World

1989
April Special

FREE INFORMALS OR
THANK YOU NOTES

Time of Day, Praise release tapes

I
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Mr. Klean
Laundry Center
811 S. Main #D
Next to Tom's Place

t

The only air-conditioned
laundry center in Searcy
7 DAYS A WEEK
6:00 a.m. - Midnite

There's a
101• discount
10 your
pocKet•
It's the Taco Bell Most-ConwnlentCoupon-Ever ... and it's already In
your pocket. Your I.D. Card.
When you stop by your local Taco
Bell, all you have to do is.show your
current student or faculty I.D. Card
and you'll receive a 10% discount.
Discount not avaUable with any other
special offer. It's that simple. What
a Deal!
'

Q
TAC0.11ELLe
3307 East Race
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Sports

Sports Scope

TOP,~::JEN [ CLUB~

by Marty De )arnette
Bison sports
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an started with 64 of the finest col-

lege basketball teams in the country.
Now, two weeks and 60 games later,
we are doWn to four. The Final Four
teams were settled last weekend as
only one #1 seed advanced to the Final
Four in Seattle. That #1 seed was illinois, 31-4, who survived the Midwest
Regional by defeating .Louisville last
Friday 83.-69, and then on Sunday
defeated Syracuse 119-86 in a gut-check
game which saw them trail most of
the game, and overcome a couple of
injuries to key players to advance to
the Final Four for the first time in 37
years.lllinois will play Michigan, 28-7,
in an all-Big-10 semifinal Saturday.
Michigan, with interim coach Steve
Fisher, defeated North Carolina 92-87
in the regional semifinals and then
crushed Virginia 102.-65. Since Fisher
has taken over for Michigan, the
Wolverines have turned into the hottest team in the tournament. Illinois
and Michigan will play for the third
time this season, with the fir8t two
games going to Illinois by margins of
14 and 16 but don't expect this one to
turn out like that. It will be much
closer, but the outcome will be the
same, no fooling: Illinois over
Michigan 94-91.
The other half of the Final Four pits
Duke, of the ACC, against the
Cinderella Team of the tourney, Seton
Hall, of the Big East.
Duke, also 28-7, won the East
Regional by defeating Minnesota 87-70
last Friday, and then winning over
Georgetown on Sunday 85-77. The Blue
Devils were ranked number one for
most of the season and are making
their third Final Four appearance in
the last four years.
Seton Hall, 30-6, won the West
Regional by upsetting the Indiana
Hoosiers 78-65last Thursday, and then
by demolishing UNLV by 23. Seton
Hall is a team very few, if any, figured
would be in the Final Four. But this is
tournament time and anything can
happen. But remember, the cream
always rises to the top and not even
April Fool's Day will keep Duke from
prevailing in this one, 79-71. That will
set up a Duke vs. Illinois final on Monday, April 3.
I think Illinois has too many
al:hletes for Duke to contend with. I'm
picking Illinois to win it all with an
84-77 decision over Duke in the finals.
Here's a few other opinions on the
Final Four:
Derrick Martin: "Illinois is a bunch
of big cats and they all play above the
cylinder and Brickey's the only one
who can get over the rim for Duke.
Illinois by 8.''
Dave VanBuskirk: "The winner of
the Michigan-Illinois game will play
Seton Hall, and this year the clock will
strike 12 on Cinderella Seton Hall.
Illinois by 8.''
Shayne West: ''Either way, a Big-10
team is going to win it. If not Illinois,
then Michigan. Illinois over Duke by
2."

Ken Weinhardt: "Illinois is quicker
and has better athletes and athletic
ability. I don't see anyone beating
them. Illinois over Duke by 8.''
Greg Lomax: ''illinois over Duke by
3."
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by Rick Butler

SOFtBALL

pear to be one short step behind Sub-Tin Big
Club.
5. Theta Tau: The loss of Todd Hum"
phreys to the Bison baseball team is taking
its toll on Theta Tau's offensive production.
Sean French carries a big stick but it's only good enough for third best in middle club
and fifth overall.
6. AGO: AGO continues its reign of terror on the Small Club circuit. The Agonians
have some talent. Tim Jones and Damon
Saulsbury are two of the best on campus.
Good luck in Potluck!
7. Alpha Tau: Marty DeJarnette went
down with a knee injury in Alpha Tau's first
game but should be ready for Potluck. Ken
Weinhardt, David James, Barry Thames

Bison spoots

1. Kappa Tau: Have won 20 straight
games against club competition. Derrick
Martin could struggle on the mound but
Kappa Tau's explosive offense should pick
up the slack.
2. Sub-T: The Subbers are always tough
and this spring is no exception. Seniors Greg
Barden, Mike Allen and Rob Mayes lead this
scrappy bunch.
3. Chi Sigs: Chi Sigs are known for their
tough defensive play and timely hitting.
They lack the punch to challenge for the top
spot.
4. Kappa Sigs: Back after a couple of
poor seasons. New A-Thamer Eddie Jones is
doing a good job on the mound. The Sigs ap-

and DeJarnette are the heart of the Orange .
Crush.
.-~:
,..Jt
8. Knights: Knights are struggling ear~ \",-7,.;
ly. S.A. President Mark Moore and Doug ·;..
Black need to have terrific springs if
Knights are to go far.
·
9. Kappa Sigs "B": The only "B" team
in the 'lbp Thn. Sigs "B" moved into the win_ner's bracket finals by trouncing Alpha Tau
"B". Freshman Jason Rucker is tough at
shortstop and Darren Howard and Rocky
Jones provide the offense.
10. Titans: Titans continue to have problems on the diamond. Trent Williamson is
the best second baseman on campus but
Titans are spotty elsewhere. Expect little
challenge this spring.

Bison baseball team
second in AIC, 6-2
by Kevin Berry
Bison sports

CHRIS HILL, Bison sprinter, leads the pack in the 100 meter dash last week
during a meet with several AIC schools.

The Harding
baseball team has
come through in
the clutch so far in
the 1989 season.
The Bisons have
accumulated a 6-2
record so far in the
conference placing - Perry Parr
them second1 one
·
half game ):>ehirtd Sputhern Arkansas
University. The Bisons have also
beaten such teams as Memphis State
University and Arkansas State
University thanks in part to the bitting
of Perry Parr and the pitching of John
Kodatt who remains unbeaten with 6
wins and no losses.
The team is 11-15 overall having just
come off of a two game sweep against
the University of Wisconsin- Stevens
Point. The Bisons have six games
coming up in the next four days, all of
which are conference games and
depending on how they play could
determine whether they capture the
championship or not.
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Bucy announces retirement
Jess Bucy, who took over as head basketball coach following a highly successful
career at Rector High School, announced
last week that be will retire from that position following the 1989-90 season. The announcement came at a press conference in
Little Rock.
A veteran of 'n years in the coaching profession, Bucy has directed the Bisons for 20
seasons. Since taking the Harding reins, he
has posted a record of 247-312 and has
coached six All-Americans. His 198&-87
squad captured the NAJA District 17 title
and participated in the NAJA National
Championship in Kansas City, Mo.
"This has not been a hasty decision. I've
been planning it for about two years now,"
he said. "I told (my wife) Sue then that I
would like to see this class that is now
junlors gradUate, then get out and be a family man. I have not been able to be that to my
satisfaction for 'n years. My family ishlgbly
supportive of the decision," Bucy said.
Harding President David Burks also introduced assistant coach Nicky Boyd as
Bucy's successor. Boyd, who has served
under Bucy for five seasons, said that he
plans to continue to seek out players who
have strong academic, as well as athletic,
backgrounds.
"We will continue to get players who will
graduate. I think that one of the most impressive honors deserved by Coach Bucy is
his players have graduated,'' Boyd said. Only two players who have completed their
.eligibility in Bucy's two decades at the helm
have failed to graduate.
The 58-year-old Bucy is a graduate of
Arkansas State University, where he earned both the bachelor's and master's degrees.
He played professional baseball in the
Detroit Tigers organization before beginning
his coaching career.
A professor of health, physical education

and recreation, Bucy will remain on the
teaching faculty following the retirement. "I
told Dr. Burks about two months ago (in
January) that I'd like to stay, and be agreed.
I don't know how long that will be. I'm not
too far from retirement."
Much of Bucy's decision was based on the
return of several key outstanding players for
next season, he said. "With (guards) Corey
'::amper and David James back, and
(1,)-."Stman) Rolando Garcia coming back
(from knee surgery), we should be much
stronger. In a way, I gueSs I'm a little selfiSh.
I hope to go out with a good year.'' Camper

....

SPRING BANQUET TIME

Harding inducts
15 to Hall of Fame
Fifteen former Harding athletes were inducted as charter members of the.Harding
lntercollegiate Ball of Fame on March 3.
The Bison Boosters sponsored a banquet in
the Americanlleritage Gafeteria. Ned Boaz,
one of the inductees, said, "The Bison
Boosters really did a first class job with this.
They deserve credit."
Boaz said he was extremely honored, and
that be was surprised at his selection since
be only played at Harding for two years.
"I'm very thankful to my dad for giving
me the opwrtunity to play ball when I was
young. We lived on a farm and had a lot of
work. He always motivated me and encouraged me in sports,'' he said.
Others inducted were athletes Cliff Clark,
Jim Crawford, Edd Eason, Stan Eckwood,
Lavester "Butch" Gardner, Tom Ed Gooden,
Ronnie Peacock, Elwin ''Preacher'' Roe and
Steve Smith; coaches Ted Lloyd and John
Prock; and administrators Dr. Clifton L.
Ganus, Jr., Dr. Joseph Pryor, and the late
M. E. "Pinky" Berryhill.

r·

Club orders totaling $100 00 will receive
a free table arrangement worth $25°0
(CALL FOR DETAILS}
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CAMPUS DINING
l'

SERVICES

Dress up Y.'OUr solitaire engagement ring or choose
from our specially priced selection. Shown with solitaire
in position. the jacket slips on for a perfect fit. So new
you may not find it elsewhere. Visit us for the very latest
designs or the most traditional. Check our prices.

.25 pt. T.W. -Reg. $70500
MEMBER WORLD'S LARGEST BUYING GROUP

~

Sale $49500

7NDEPENDENT JEWELERS ORGANIZATION

~'sG>idV
106 N. Spring

.

Harding is taking over KWCK's programming this Saturday and we want you
to listen for our advertisements about our
dining services. such as:
**************************************

ltza Pizza
Homemade - Fresh Pizza

ultza Best Pizza in Townu
Hammon Student Center
•*************************************

College Inn
(Variety Menu)
268-4684

Hammon Student Center

